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Abstract—With continuous technology scaling, current and
next generation microprocessors are becoming more vulnerable
to transient errors such as soft errors induced by energetic par-
ticle strikes. While mainstream microprocessors are employing
multi-/many-core architectures targeting at high-performance
parallel computing applications, the transistor/area share of
on-chip caches keeps increasing. As cache memories being the
major victim of soft errors, it is of paramount importance
to characterize on-chip cache’s vulnerability in this context
for devising potential reliability optimizations, especially under
the interaction with cache coherence protocols. In this work,
we develop a lifetime model for the private L1 data cache
in chip-multiprocessors (CMPs), which is based on the cache
activities and the states of cachelines. This lifetime model is
then applied to characterize and predict cache’s vulnerability
trend in CMPs. Our experimental evaluation shows that cache
vulnerable phases due to remote accesses increase dramati-
cally as the number of processor cores increases. Based on
vulnerable phase analysis, we propose a protocol enhancement
to prematurely invalidate cachelines in modified (M) state for
minimizing the vulnerability factor due to remote reads to
modified cachelines.

I. INTRODUCTION

With continuous scaling of the semiconductor technology,
soft errors induced by energetic particle strikes are becoming
an increasing reliability threat to current and next generation
microprocessors, as the nodal capacitance, supply voltage,
and noise margin of transistors keep dropping in each new
technology generation. In the meantime, from the system
level, current multi-/many-core processor architectures for
high-performance parallel computing, are also suffering
from a huge reliability degradation due to the increasing
number of on-chip processor cores. The failure of a single
core in CMPs could result in the failure of the entire system.
Note that soft errors, a.k.a. single-event upsets (SEUs) in
memory structures or single-event transients (SETs) in logic
structures are not related to the correctness of the design
thus cannot be captured by formal verification or testing.
Furthermore, soft errors are extremely difficult to predict
due to the random nature of their occurrences, which makes
cost-effective reliable processor designs against soft errors
an increasing challenge. In [8], Mukherjee et al. proposed an

architectural vulnerability factor (AVF) for reliability quan-
tification based on whether each bit during execution will
affect the final system output. To provide an accurate upper
bound estimation for AVF, a temporal vulnerability factor
(TVF) was proposed in [1] for on-chip cache vulnerability
characterization.

Increasing on-chip cache sizes make caches the major
consumer of the processor chip area. Although L2 cache
occupies much larger on-chip area than L1 cache does, Error
Correcting Codes (ECCs) are usually employed to protect
the data integrity in L2 cache. On the other hand, protecting
the information integrity in L1 caches is of vital impor-
tance to the correctness of the computation. Reliable cache
microarchitecture definitely will be a key component in
designing new generation reliable processors. Furthermore,
the adoption of multi-/many-core processor architecture in
mainstream processors for high-performance parallel com-
puting has raised new reliability issues in on-chip caches that
are governed by cache coherence protocols. In other words,
soft errors in CMPs can find new ways to propagate from one
core to other cores through data sharing and cache coherence
protocol operations. Thus, a comprehensive understanding
of this new soft error propagation mechanism in the context
of cache coherence protocols is the foundation for devising
reliable cache microarchitectures in CMPs.

To our best knowledge, there has been no prior work on
characterizing the cache reliability and the impact of cache
coherence protocols on the reliability against soft errors in
CMPs. Previous work [10] utilizes utility-based resource
management for individual cores and applies utility-based
shared cache partitioning across multiple cores, which focus
on the reliability of the entire multicore processor rather
than the cache itself. A symptom-based fault detection
scheme is proposed in [9] for multicore architectures running
multithreaded software. It uses diagnosis algorithms and
high-level symptom detectors to detect faults. [1] extends
AVF to TVF and developed a lifetime model for the cache
vulnerability characterization in single-core processors.

Different from L1 data cache, L1 instruction cache is read-
only and has no cache coherency problems. Therefore we
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propose to characterize L1 data cache vulnerability under
the interaction with coherence protocol operations in CMPs
and then optimize the coherence protocol to improve the
reliability of the L1 data cache. To characterize the L1 data
cache vulnerability in CMPs, we first develop a lifetime
model by combining the cache activity and the state of
this cache line. A lifetime phase is the period between
two consecutive cache activities in the same cacheline and
categorized by the second cache activity and the state of
the cacheline. Moreover, a phase can be either vulnerable
or non-vulnerable based on the fact whether soft errors
occurring in this phase will propagate to local cores / remote
cores / L2 cache or not.

To characterize L1 data cache vulnerability, we implement
the lifetime model on the modified MV5SIM simulator [2].
Our experimental results with the Rodinia benchmark suite
[7] indicate that 1) the vulnerable phase time caused by
directory activities dramatically increases as the number of
processor cores increases and 2) the phase D-Dir, i.e. the
lifetime between a L2 directory read and its previous cache
activity in the same dirty cacheline, is induced by remote
activities which represents the particular cache behavior of
parallel applications. Based on these observations, we further
propose an improvement to existing coherence protocols.
Our further experimental evaluations shows that this protocol
enhancement achieves a 26% reduction in the total time of
vulnerable phases, at virtually no performance overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
proposes the extended lifetime model for cache vulnerability
characterization in CMPs. Section 3 presents our experi-
mental setup and benchmarks used in this work. The CMP
data cache vulnerability characterization using the lifetime
model developed in Section 2 is presented in Section 4.
The coherence protocol optimization for reducing the cache
vulnerability caused by remote activities is proposed and
evaluated in Section 5. We draw conclusions in Section 6.

II. DATA CACHE VULNERABILITY CHARACTERIZATION
IN CMPS

In this section, we will establish the lifetime model based
on the state of a cache line and the cache activity for L1 data
cache vulnerability characterization in chip-multiprocessors
(CMPs).

A. A General Lifetime Model

The vulnerability of a data cache in CMP is strongly
influenced by the state of each cacheline and the type of the
subsequent accesses to it. To characterize the vulnerability,
we introduce the concept of phase and develop a lifetime
model to include all possible phases caused by both local
and remote accesses. The initial state of a cacheline is
Invalid. Once the invalid cacheline is selected for holding
an incoming data (cacheline) due to a read or write miss, it
switches to valid state. Before a replacement, this cacheline

in general will be accessed several times. We define the time
between two consecutive cache activities as a phase, and use
the latter cache activity and the dirty/clean state to define
various phases. Therefore different combinations of states
and activities render different lifetime phases and different
vulnerability to soft errors.

The categorization of phases help us to calculate the exact
time when a cacheline is vulnerable to soft errors. Note
that not all soft errors in the data cache will propagate to
the datapath or lower caches, i.e., L2 caches, and result in
an archtectural/visible failure. For example, if soft errors
happen during a phase ending with a write or an invalidation,
errors will be masked by the new data to the same location
due to a write or be simply discarded due to an invalidate. On
the other hand, if soft errors occur in a dirty cacheline that
is to be replaced due to a cache miss, the error will manifest
itself to L2 caches. In our lifetime model, we differentiate
11 phases in the lifetime of a cacheline as follows:

• C-Read: time between a read 1 and its previous cache
activity of a clean cacheline.

• C-Wri: time between a write and its previous cache
activity of a clean cacheline.

• C-Repl: time between a replacement and its previous
cache activity of a clean cacheline.

• C-Inv: time between an Invalidation and its previous
cache activity of a clean cacheline.

• D-Read: time between a read and its previous cache
activity of a dirty cacheline.

• D-Dir: time between a directory read 2and its previous
cache activity of a dirty cacheline.

• D-Wri: time between a write and its previous cache
activity of a dirty cacheline.

• D-Repl: time between a replacement and its previous
cache activity of a dirty cacheline.

• I-Read: time between a read and its previous cache
activity of a invalid cacheline.

• I-Wri: time between a write and its previous cache
activity of a invalid cacheline.

• Invalid: time of a cacheline in invalid state till the
program terminates.

Examples of these phases are shown in Figure 1. Based
on whether a soft error will be propagated to CPU
level or L2 level, we divide these phases into two cate-
gories: vulnerable and non-vulnerable phases. According to
the above definition, vulnerable phases include C-Read,
D-Read, D-Dir, D-Repl, and non-vulnerable phases in-
clude C-Wri, C-Repl, C-Inv, D-Wri, I-Read, I-Wri,
and Invalid. For D-Dir, if a soft error occurs in that
phase, the error will be written back to L2 directory due to
that a dirty line will be used for updating L2 directory when

1Read here means a local read from the local processor core.
2Directory read here means a remote read from the lower level cache

coherence directory.
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Figure 1. Examples for the lifetime of a cacheline

a remote core requests the cacheline. This fact indicates that
D-Dir is vulnerable.

B. Cache Vulnerability Factor

The data cache vulnerability factor is defined as the
average rate of cachelines in vulnerable phases over the total
cachelines along the time axis. The vulnerability factor can
be calculated as follows:

V FDCache =
∑n

i=1(∑i(Ci ∗Li ∗∑ j ∑k Vul phase timei jk))

∑n
i=1(Ci ∗Li ∗Exec timei)

,

(1)
where i is the core index, j is the cacheline index, k
is the vulnerable phase index and n is the total number
of processor cores in the CMP. Exec timei is the overall
execution time for all cachelines in the i-th core, while
each vul phase timei jk item denotes the time of the k-th
vulnerable phase for the j-th cacheline in the i-th core. In
addition, Ci is the number of cachelines in the i-th core. Li
is the size of one cacheline in the i-th core. For the regular
CMP, each core has the same number of cachelines and each
cacheline in this core is size fixed. However, both the two
parameters can facilitate the model’s application to future
heterogenous system. The definition in (1) equation clearly
indicates that data caches in CMPs are more vulnerable to
soft errors if more cachelines are in vulnerable phases or a
cacheline spends more time in vulnerable phases. Therefore,
to improve the cache reliability against soft errors, we
can either reduce the number of cachelines in vulnerable
phases or reduce the time that a cacheline spends in various
vulnerable phases.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Based on the lifetime model, the vulnerability factor of
the L1 data cache can be obtained by counting the time of all
phases and computing the ratio of time in vulnerable phases
to the total execution time of all phases. We implemented
our new lifetime model with the MV5SIM simulator, which
is modified from the M5 simulator [5]. MV5SIM adds the
support of directory based cache coherence protocols and the
mesh network-on-chip interconnection to the cycle-accurate
M5 simulator.

Table I
BASE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.

Cores Alpha ISA, 2.0 GHz, in order, 2 threads
L1 Cache 16 KB I-cache and 32 KB D-cache

4-way, 16 B cacheline
write-back, LRU

L2 Cache 2048 KB, distributed 16 banks
16-way, 128 B cacheline
write-back, LRU

Interconnection 2D Mesh, Warmhole
Cache Coherence MESI protocol

Table II
BENCHMARKS DESCRIPTIONS AND INPUT SIZES.

FFT Fast Fourier Transform (Splash2 [6]).
Input: 8096 numbers

HotSpot Thermal Simulation (Rodinia [7]).
Input: 150*150 2-D grid with 100 iterations

Merge Merge Sort.
Input: 30,000 integers

Needle Needleman-Wunsch DNA alignment (Rodinia [7]).
Input: 256*256 2-D array

Filter Edge Detection of an Input Image [3].
Input: 250*250 gray scale image

Short Winning Path Search for Chess.
Input: 6 steps each with 50,000 choices

The detailed configuration of the base CMP processor
simulated in this work is given in Table I. We select a two-
level cache hierarchy with private L1 caches and a shared
L2 cache, i.e., each core has its own L1 data and instruction
caches. With the 2D mesh interconnection, a bank-based L2
cache is shard by all cores. For this configuration, the size
of data caches and instruction caches for each core in the
CMP is fixed. L2 cache has the capacity fixed at 2MB and
uses directory-based MESI cache coherence protocol. The
directory located in L2 cache maintains the cache coherence
with MESI protocol. Table II shows the parallel benchmarks
(selected from Rodinia benchmark suite [7]) and their input
sizes used in our experimental evaluation. The input size of
most benchmarks has been reduced from the one in [7] due
to the simulation time limit. However, the chosen input size
for each benchmark guarantees to have the data cache in all
cores warmed up in the CMP simulated in this work.

IV. A MESI PROTOCOL BASED CMP VULNERABILITY
CHARACTERIZATION

To characterize the L1 data cache vulnerability, we keep
the cache size of each core the same, 32KB for the data
caches and 16KB for the instruction caches as the number
of cores increases from 1 to 8. The vulnerability charac-
terization is performed only after all the cache lines have
been warmed up for all the benchmarks. The last phase of a
cacheline is characterized as Invalid if it was invalidated
and in invalid state, or as C-Repl if it is clean, or as
D-Repl if it is a dirty line.
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Figure 2. Vulnerability characterization in CMPs. (X-axis indicates number of cores in the CMP)

Figure 2 shows the lifetime distribution of the 11 phases
with the number of processor cores varying between 1 and
8, for each benchmark. In the figure, the x axis denotes the
number of cores and the y axis denotes the phase contri-
bution. For better understanding the results, we place the
vulnerable phases as a group (C-Read, D-Dir, D-Repl
and D-Read) in the bottom of the bar. While the non-
vulnerable phases of C-Inv, C-Repl, C-Wri, D-Wri,
I-Read, I-Wri and Invalid are bundled in the top of the
bar. As shown in the Figure 2, the data cache vulnerability
factor in single-core processors ranges from 15.2% to 65.0%
for different benchmarks. Since there is no cache coherence
issue in single-core processors, there is no Invalidate and L2
directory operations. In other words, L1 data cache in single-
core processors only communicates with the processor core
and the L2 cache. Therefore, it does not have Invalid,
I-Read, I-Wri or D-Dir phases. Benchmark Filter has
the lowest data cache vulnerability factor (15.2%) among
others. A further breakdown of vulnerable phases shows
that phase D-Repl is the major contributor and accounts
for 6.0% out of 15.2%. This moderate D-Repl phase is
because the Filter benchmark is performing detection using
a 3*3 scale template to calculate the weight of each pixel
and the data is mainly being read for calculating the weight
rather than being modified.

A new finding from our vulnerability characterization
results in Figure 2 is that for most benchmarks the vul-
nerability factor contributed by the phase of D-Dir due
to remote cache accesses, i.e., cache coherence protocol
operations, increases as the number of cores in CMPs scales
up from 2 to 8. For example, the D-Dir phases increases
from 8.1% in a 2-core CMP to 18.5% in an 8-core CMP
when running the HotSpot benchmark. This confirms the
increasing impact and contribution of coherence protocol
operations on the data cache vulnerability in moderate and

large scale CMPs. Consequently, a reliability-aware cache
coherence protocol will be of vital importance to improve
the data cache reliability in CMPs. Note that in parallel
computing, if the shared data (cacheline) is modified by
a processor core, all shared copies on other cores will be
invalidated by the (invalidation based) coherence protocol.
Thus parallel applications with high degree data sharing
may have an increasing numbers of Invalid I-Read and
I-Wri phases as the number of processor cores goes up.
One example is the Needle benchmark (Needleman-Wunsch
DNA alignment from Rodinia [7]), as shown in Figure 2.

V. APPROACH TO REDUCE VULNERABLE PHASES

Obviously, to improve the cache reliability, a cost-
effective optimizing scheme shall minimize the time that
cachelines spend in vulnerable phases with low overheads.
The distribution of vulnerable phases except D-Dir are
very similar to the one in single-core processors [1] and the
optimization schemes proposed in [1] can be also adopted
to effectively reduce the major contributing phases such
as D-Repl and C-Read. Hence we will not explore this
aspect further.

With the directory-based MESI protocol, if the data is
not being shared after its first write and is to be modified
by another core, the directory will send a request to read
this modified cacheline. This process actually produces the
D-Dir phases. To reduce the time spent in the D-Dir
phase, we propose a cache coherence protocol enhancement.
In the enhanced protocol, a write not only immediately
invalidates share copies on other cores but also invalidates
its local copy after a predefined time window. This self-
invalidation will write back the modified/dirty cacheline to
the L2 cache and put itself into Invalid state. It is different
from the early writeback schemes proposed in previous work
[10][1], which write back the dirty cacheline and makes it
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clean. It is important to note that early writeback schemes
can only convert the D-Dir phase into the C-Read phase
that is also vulnerable rather than reducing the D-Dir
phase. On the other hand, the proposed self-invalidation
protocol enhancement reduces both D-Dir and D-Repl
phases since the next state/phase after invalidation is Invalid.

Self-invalidation may result in performance loss if the
cachelines are to be accessed by local cores after the
invalidation. Due to the potential performance loss from self-
invalidation operations, it is of critical importance to select
a time window such that majority after-write operations will
be happening during this window and total vulnerable phases
in terms of time caused by these operations should be small

enough. In other word, the selection of this time window
shall achieve a good balance between performance loss due
to additional cache misses and cache vulnerability reduction
due to self-invalidation.

To prove that the time window of 400K cycles only
brings us 0.6% overhead, we collected statistics data for all
phases starting with a write operation. Figure 3 shows the
cumulative distribution of the phase number and phase time
averaged over all benchmarks studied with respect to the
time length of each individual phase for the D-Dir phase.
X axis in the figure denotes the length of time window,
and y axis denotes the percentage of total number and time
of phases within the time window. Figure 4 summarizes the
data for all other write beginning phases D-*. Namely, D-*
phases include D-Read, D-Wri and D-Repl. Note that
D-Repl phase is the main contributor to the cumulative
phase time of D-*. Figure 4 shows that the phase number
distribution of D-Dir has two jumps, from 400K to 800K
cycles and from 3600K cycles to more. Between 400K
and 3600K cycles, the number of D-Dir phases increases
gradually. When it comes to the rest of the D-* phases, most
of them, more than 99.4% have a phase time less than 400K
cycles. The cumulative phase time distribution shows that
D-Dir phases with length more than 400K cycles account
for more than 92.1% of the total phase time. For other
D-* phases, although more than 99.4% occur within the
400K-cycle time window, the accumulated phase time for
the phases which are longer than 400K accounts for 23.5%
(8 cores) to 56.2% (1 core) of the total phase time. On the
other hand, the fact most D-* phases are shorter than 400K
cycles indicates that we just need to pay the cost of 0.6%
local miss to the vulnerable phase time reduction. Therefore
we choose 400K-cycle time window for the proposed self-
invalidation operation.

By performing the self-invalidation scheme with 400K
time window in the modified simulator, the optimized results
(phase distributions) are obtained and presented in Figure
5. It shows that self-invalidating modified cachelines using
a 400K-cycle time window effectively reduces the D-Dir
phase time by 91.0% as well as the D-Repl phase time by
39.4%, on the average.

To trigger the self-invalidation protocol operations, a timer
needs to be implemented associated with each cacheline. If
a binary counter were to used as such a timer, each counter
would require 19 bits to store the maximum 400K cycles
which is not practical for L1 d-cache. We choose to use
a two-level counter presented in [4]. For the entire L1 d-
cache cache coherence controller, an 11 bits binary counter
is used to represent the basic time unit: 2K cycles. When this
global counter reaches 2K, it produces a tick pulse to the
counters associated with each cacheline. The binary counter
associated with each cacheline needs just only 8 bits to
record how many ticks has elapsed for the phase in this
cacheline. If the private counter at a cacheline reaches 200
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Figure 5. Optimized result by using self-invalidation

which also means that the total elapsed time for the D-*
has passed 400K cycles, the self-invalidation process will
be triggered. Simultaneously the global counter and private
counter will be reset to zero, and the state of this cacheline
will be changed to Inv.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we extended a previously proposed lifetime
model to capture both local cache accesses and cache
coherence protocol operations (i.e., remote cache accesses)
in chip-multiprocessors. Data cache vulnerability character-
ization based on the extended lifetime model has shown that
vulnerability factor due to remote cache accesses increases
dramatically as the number of processor cores in CMPs
scales up. Consequently, we proposed to augment the MESI
coherence protocol with a self-invalidation operation for
cachelines in modified state, to significantly reduce the
vulnerable phase D-Dir due to remote reading a modified
cacheline as well as other phases starting with a write
operation (in dirty cachelines). The experimental results
confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed self-invalidation
in improving the data cache reliability by reducing D-Dir
phases due to protocol operations as well as reducing
D-Repl vulnerable Local phases.
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